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Abstract
Internet Money Wallet Dividend (WD) is the rst token of its kind. WD was created to serve as a form
of decentralized passive income. The concept is simple. Depending on which chain you hold WD on,
you earn passive income in the form of that blockchains native coin. For example, if you hold WD on
PulseChain, you will earn passive income in the form of PLS. If you hold WD on Ethereum, you will
earn passive income in the form of ETH. The WD smart contract is immutable, has no admin keys, no
taxes, no re ections and with a total xed supply of 2 billion WD per blockchain, there is no risk of
dilution due to in ation.
Most crypto ecosystems that afford you the opportunity to earn passive income, require some layer of
complexity or "loss" in order to earn. With WD there is no need for staking, delegating or locking up
your tokens. Simply hold your WD tokens in a wallet you own the private keys to, and claim your
payouts of a blockchains native coin as frequently as every block.
We believe all humans are entitled to their time. That in this world, freedom of time is a basic human
right. That's why, as opposed to other crypto wallets, the Internet Money Wallet is sharing its revenue.
All fees generated from swaps on a given blockchain within the Internet Money Wallet will be
distributed to WD holders on their respective chains.
We believe this is how crypto should be, therefore, we are setting the precedent.
By the people, for the people. Attaining nancial freedom, together.
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Tokenomics
*The total supply of WD is 2 billion tokens per chain.*

Initial Distribution - PulseChain
All WD will be minted at the time its contract is deployed on PulseChain. WD will deploy after PulseChain mainnet
launches and the Internet Money Wallet v1 is available for download on Android, Apple (iOS) and Chrome.
If PulseChain mainnet launches before Internet Money Wallet v1 is available, those who participated in the rst sacri ce
for “Freedom of Time”, will be airdropped CWD (Certi cate of Internet Money Wallet Dividend). Holders of the CWD
token at the time of the launch of WD on PulseChain will be airdropped a 1:1 copy of WD respective to their CWD
holdings. If you wish to increase or decrease your WD position on PulseChain prior to its launch, you can do so by
increasing or decreasing your CWD position through the open market. If Internet Money Wallet v1 is available for
download prior to the launch of PulseChain mainnet, CWD will never deploy.
Sacri ce Set (Holders): Everyone who will receive their WD for participating in the rst sacri ce for “Freedom of Time”.
IM Buy & Burn / PLS Freemium: A minimum total of 1.5% of the WD supply will be allocated between these two features.
PLS freemium is PLS that will be airdropped to users who download the Internet Money Wallet app. (For more
information on the IM Buy and Burn see the Internet Money Blackpaper).
Team & Operations: The revenue that these tokens generate will be used to fund research, development, marketing,
team and whatever else is deemed necessary to the success of the project.
Sacri ce Set (Holders)
Team & Operations

IM Buy & Burn / PLS Freemium

22.5017%

1.5000%

75.9983%
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Initial Distribution - Ethereum and BNB Chain (BSC)
All WD will be minted at the time its contract is deployed on Ethereum and BSC respectively. WD will deploy on
Ethereum and BSC in conjunction with the launch of v1 of the Internet Money Wallet on Android, Apple (iOS) and
Chrome.
The initial distribution of WD on Ethereum and BSC is unknown at this time. It will remain unknown until the sacri ce for
Freedom of Time is concluded and the results are calculated. Learn more at: internetmoney.io/sacri ce.

Initial Distribution - FWD
Future Wallet Dividend (FWD) will launch on Ethereum only. When WD is launched on a new EVM chain, holders of FWD
on Ethereum will be airdropped WD on the new chain to the same address at a rate of 1:1. In order to receive your
airdrop, you must hold your FWD in a non-custodial wallet. With a total xed supply of 2 billion FWD tokens, there is no
risk of dilution due to in ation.
All FWD will be minted at the time its contract is deployed on Ethereum. FWD will deploy on Ethereum in conjunction
with the launch of v1 of the Internet Money Wallet on Android, Apple (iOS) and Chrome.
The initial distribution of FWD on Ethereum is unknown at this time. It will remain unknown until the sacri ce for Freedom
of Time is concluded and the results are calculated. Learn more at: internetmoney.io/sacri ce.

*Disclaimer* v1 of the Internet Money Wallet on Android, Apple (iOS) and Chrome is set to launch in
Q1 2023. Barring any unforeseen complications, we see no reason in which this deadline cannot be
met.
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The Best Passive Income Stream In Crypto
The Internet Money Wallet will charge fees when swapping from one asset to another within the wallet (like
Metamask and other crypto wallets). A fee of 0.729% will be charged on every swap performed within the wallet.
Depending on the blockchain you are transacting on, the fee will be charged in the form of that blockchains’ native
coin.

100% of fees are distributed to WD holders. Holders of the WD token will get a portion of the fees generated by
the Internet Money Wallet on the respective blockchain the WD is held (proportional to their holdings). To
calculate your percentage of the pool, you can divide how many WD tokens you have by the total supply (2 billion)
and multiply it by 100 to know your percent of the pool. Example: 1m WD / 2b WD = 0.0005. Now take that
0.0005 and multiply it by 100, which equals 0.05% of fees (your position).

Fees will be claimable as frequently as every block, and can accumulate as long as you see t. You will not have to
stake, delegate, or lock your WD up in any way. By simply holding WD, you will be earning passive income in the
form of that blockchains native coin.
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Internet Money Founders
KG, Founder
Crypto investor, ecosystem creator, father, husband, team leader, community builder,
owner of a successful real estate business, philosopher and poet are some of what KG
considers to be, his most prideful attributes. He is very active in and passionate about
the crypto space. He believes in its ability to create nancial freedom (in every aspect of
the ideal) and is building tools to help make crypto become a part of our mainstream
society; accessible by all.

Don Montoya, Co-Founder
A U.S. Army Veteran and dedicated father of four, Don has a unique blend of sales, marketing
and project management skills based on decades of experience in the entertainment and
construction industries. Don prides himself on his ability to start, manage, and carry large
scale projects through to completion. Hooked since 2016 on the intricacies of the crypto
space, Don is passionate about advancing the adoption of cryptocurrency, especially
focused on privacy and security.

Failure is not an option.
The level of dedication, motivation and sincerity that exist within the IM team cannot easily be
conveyed in words. Our drive and determination have already proven themselves. To bring our
project to the point it is at today, countless hours have been put into it. There is no obstacle we can
not overcome. We see only the objective, the obstacles must give way. We are committed to seeing
this project manifest, to strengthening the PulseChain ecosystem and helping to liberate our fellow
humans from oppressive nancial systems by giving them an easy, user-friendly experience in the
crypto space. We will inevitably face hurdles and hardships, but there is nothing that can deter us
from our path.
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No taxes.
No admin keys.
No re ections.
Fixed supply.
Easy to understand concept.
Game theory to keep experts engaged.
Amazing dev team.
Great branding.
The best passive income stream in crypto history.
Earn a blockchains’ native asset.
*DISCLAIMERS*
*You must have no expectations of pro t from the work of others*
*Statements expressed in this Blackpaper represent our intentions of what we aim to develop. The product
will be developed as expressed barring any technical hindrances*
Internet Money Wallet Dividend is revolutionary.
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